[stag_intro]Global supplies of chocolate dwindling from dry weather, Wineries damaged by prolonged cold winters … Is Romance in peril? [/stag_intro] As Valentine's Day approaches, and shops begin advertising bouquets of roses, wine, and chocolates, it is clear that romance is being manufactured on a booming scale. One may cast a cynical eye at the supposed trappings and expectations of Valentine's Day, but it must be admitted that even the most curmudgeon have at their disposal at this time of year the makings of a romantic gesture, without need for elaborate planning or epic imagination. Unlike Christmas, when the sky is the limit, Valentine's Day is, fortunately, a fairly straight-forward affair, for which we may all be grateful.
But are we grateful? Who among us casts a thought to the manufacturers and the work involved in ensuring that the roses are vibrant, the wine robust, the chocolate rich? This Valentine's Day, who is romancing the romancers?
Last winter, for example, a collective gasp was taken when reports were released that the harsh winter that hit the province of Ontario had not only frozen the populace, but the grape vines as well. And we may have landed a spacecraft on a comet for the first time in 2014, but the news that was on everyone's lips for that month was the report that chocolate supplies are running out, in no small part due to the dry weather in West Africa where more than 70 percent of the world's cocoa is produced.
Mother Nature takes no prisoners, even in our most beloved industries. Following sustained losses, many cocoa farmers have shifted to more profitable crops, like corn, scientists are developing highyield cocoa trees, and prices are rising exponentially. Wineries, on the other hand, have the option of holding out for a warm summer and what they call "million dollar rains" that fall at just the right time in the growing season to help crops recover, or they take matters into their own hands, employing new technologies such as wind machines, or even look to sell.
However, there is an option that does not gamble on the weather, employ expensive new technologies or production efforts, or involve selling. In fact, romance can be insured! A weather risk market has been developed to offer protection against the potentially adverse effects of weather and climate. Of course, insurance against the loss of assets has been around for more than a century, but this product was extremely limited, with the contract fixing payments at the end of a contract to a measure of damage or loss. Payouts were slow, coming only after a field inspection of the assets, and often too late or too small to be fully effective in resolving the situation.
Today, an index-based weather insurance product exists that allows for contracts to settle based on values determined by the client, tied to a weather index rather than an asset. In other words, a winery does not need to show that their grapes are not thriving and their stocks depleted, waiting months for
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✎ the effect of a weather event to translate into a tangible damage. Rather, immediately after a prolonged cold, marked by a set degree and number of days, the winery receives a payout, without need for the winery to show the ravaged merlot vines to anyone for proof. In fact, the options are now limitless for business owners, not only in the agriculture industry.
For whomever mother nature affects, and that is to say almost every industry in one way or the other, there is no longer the need to set aside revenues in case of an emergency, or for the annual report to mark a loss due to "adverse weather". This Valentine's Day, romance really is alive and well.
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